
Add the word mention to these sentences.

 
I meant to      it earlier today.

“When did you      it to me?”

Their eyes lit up at the     of it.

She did not     her trip.

Trace the word mention. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word mention. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word mention belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word mention.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word mention.

menshun                      mension                      mencian

Write the syllables of the word 
mention inside the hands.

Which of these words can mean the same 
as mention?

take from     refer to     compare with

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: mention 1

Finish off the word mention.

 

Now write the full word.

mention
mention
mention

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

men            

m                         

             ion

         n

                    



Add the word minute to these sentences.

 
They will arrive in one  .

“Will you            the meeting?”  
I asked.

A   is sixty seconds long.

He didn’t fool me for a  .

Trace the word minute. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word minute. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word minute belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word minute.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word minute.

minite                      minit                      minuet

Write the syllables of the word 
minute inside the hands.

Write another word that you can make 
out of the letters in the word minute.

 

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: minute 2

Finish off the word minute.

 

Now write the full word.

minute
minute
minute

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

min            

m                         

             ute

         e

                 



Add the word natural to these sentences.

 
It was made from     ingredients.

“You’re a      !” the 
director yelled.

They are in their     habitat.

She was a     at presenting.

Trace the word natural. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word natural. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word natural belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word natural.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word natural.

nachural                      naturel                      naturul

Write the syllables of the word 
natural inside the hands.

Write another word that you can make 
out of the letters in the word natural.

 

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: natural 3

Finish off the word natural.

 

Now write the full word.

natural
natural
natural

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

nat            

n                         

             ral

         l

                    



Add the word naughty to these sentences.

 
You have been a   boy.

“Don’t be so     !”  
Gran commanded.

She will sit on the   step.

I am never  .

Trace the word naughty. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word naughty. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word naughty belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word naughty.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word naughty.

nauhgty                      nawghty                      norty

Write the syllables of the word 
naughty inside the hands.

Which of these words means the same as 
naughty?

disbeliever      dishonest      disobedient

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: naughty 4

Finish off the word naughty.

 

Now write the full word.

naughty
naughty
naughty

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

nau            

n                         

             hty

        y

                    



Add the word notice to these sentences.

 
I have put up a   in the hall.

“I didn’t   it!” commented Roy. 

Did you   the new paint?

It did not escape my  .

Trace the word notice. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word notice. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word notice belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word notice.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word notice.

knowtice                      notise                      notiss

Write the syllables of the word 
notice inside the hands.

Which of these words means the same as 
notice?

observe preserve conserve reserve

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: notice 5

Finish off the word notice.

 

Now write the full word.

notice
notice
notice

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

not            

n                         

             ice

        e

                 


